Vaginal Tightening Surgery: A New Technique.
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ABSTRACT

Background: There are many surgical and non-surgical procedures designed for tightening the lax or redundant vagina. However, these methods are still experimental with no satisfactory results. This study aimed to report a new simple technique through a traction of bulbocavernosus muscle (BCM) in a trial to satisfy both partners regarding the female cosmetic and sexual purposes.

Methods: The procedure was conducted for ten women aged 25-35 years. After a good preoperative preparation, a small perneo-vaginal wall flap was done. Then, traction of BCM of both sides and their approximation using delicate stitches were performed without excision neither mucosa nor muscle neither skin.

Results: The post-operative appearance of the perineum was good. Muscles' tone at the vaginal introitus had been improved. There was no detected fibrosis nor reported dyspareunia. The sexual pleasure for both partners was greatly increased by time starting after the first three months postoperatively for all cases.

Conclusions: Simple plication of BCMs at the vaginal introitus could be suggested as a simple surgical method for tightening the redundant vagina. Future studies regarding large numbers of volunteers are recommended to accurately evaluate the results of such new technique.
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INTRODUCTION

Female esthetic genital surgery to tighten a loose vagina has become very common nowadays.[1] This type of surgery is performed to enhance the cosmetic appearance, size and function of the female external genitalia for satisfaction of both female and her sexual partner. Such procedures include vaginoplasty, vaginal rejuvenation, vaginal tightening, perineoplasty, clitoral hood reduction, labia majora augmentation, and G-spot amplification.[2]

Vaginal tightening surgery has been documented in the mid-1950s; however, no standard procedure is found until now. Such procedures included an anterior and/or posterior colporrhaphy, excision of the lateral vaginal mucosa or a combination of the previous procedures to reduce the size or diameter of the vaginal canal aiming to do tightening the redundant or patulous vagina.[2-4]

All these techniques are derived from the classical gynecologic surgical repair applied to correct the pelvic floor defects, such as cystocele, rectocele and enterocele.[3]

The vagina is surrounded and involved with skeletal pelvic floor muscles. This musculature includes BCM [Figure 1]. BCMs overlie the vestibular bulb to surround the vaginal introitus forming some sort of a sphincter.[8] BCMs act in females during sexual intercourse by stretch reflex. Sudden stretch of the muscle leads to its contraction.[9] BCM is the pacemaker of pelvic floor muscles; its sudden stretch and contraction consequently lead to contraction of pelvic floor muscles.[10]

Vaginal mucosa contains nerve plexuses, smooth muscle fibers and numerous blood vessels. During arousal phase, tumescence and elongation of vaginal lumen occurs, leading to narrowing vagina and more sexual pleasure due to fractional mucosal surface with the penis.[11] Therefore, any vagino-plastic interference for sexual pleasure shouldn't neglect the role of BCM and vaginal mucosa. From this point...
we present posterior vaginal wall flap and BCM traction. In this study, we aimed to report a new simple technique in order to tighten the patulous vagina. This method was a trial to enhance the female cosmetic and sexual functions through preservation of the two effective factors, namely the vagina mucosa and BCM.

METHODS

Subjects
The technique included ten women, aged 25-35 (mean: 33) years. The procedures were conducted in private hospital at Zagazig city the period from 2010-2012. The inclusion criteria were dysfunction sexuality (no sexual pleasure) and wide vaginal introitus (vaginal laxity or patulous vagina). The exclusion criteria patients were refuse of the technique and patients with previous history of vaginal operations or current vaginal infections, systemic diseases and pregnancy. Also, those with contraindications of operations such as bleeding tendencies were excluded. All operated females were consented.

Preoperatively
The operation was done 2 to 4 days after menstruation. The participant woman was given prophylactic treatment 250 mg (azithromycin dihyetrate /24 hours) for 3 days before the operation. The day before the operation, the patient had a low or non-residue diet; and adequate mechanical bowel evacuation was performed by a rectal enema 12 hours before the operation. Prophylactic antibiotic was carried out preoperatively using 1000 mg cefoperazone sodium IV given 2 hours before the operation. The perineal and genital area were shaved and cleaned with povidone iodine. Under general or spinal anesthesia, the patient was placed in lithotomy position. The gluteal, perineal genital and inguinal skin was painted with povidone iodine. The surgical field was dressed. The vaginal lumen was washed with normal saline.

Surgical steps
The anterior vaginal wall was elevated with a spatula. Bilateral labial traction was done with transfixation stitches at 4 and 8 O’clock to explore the vaginal fourchette (posterior commissure) to help in the exposure of the operative field. A V-shaped incision starting at the perineal body about 1.5-2.5 cm below the mucocoetaneous junction was done; and extended up to mucocoetaneous junction [Figure 2].

The lower skin flap was gently dissected for about 1-1.5 cm to mobilize the lower part of BCM; and the dissected area was backed with a small back soaked with normal saline. We were starting to dissect the upper perineal and vaginal mucosal flap upward for 2-2.5 cm [Figure 3]. Then, BCMs of both sides were identified and gently approximated and fixed by a transverse inverted 0/3 vicryl stitches from down up for narrowing the vaginal introitus [Figures 4 & 5]. As a result of cooptation of tendons part of BCM, the size of the upper flab was becoming larger than the size of dissected area of posterior vaginal wall. It was managed with multiple placation stitches 0/5 vicryl to fixate the deep surface of the upper flab to the dissected surface of posterior vaginal wall. After that, we were starting to close the wound. The upper flab was approximated and stitched to lower flab with 0/3 vicryl stitches [Figure 6].

Figure 2: The first step of operation "V shape incision".
1-clitoris 2- labia minor 3-vaginal orifice 4- traction stitch 5- V shape incision 6-anus 7-urethral orifice 8-labia major.

Figure 3: Elevation of the upper flab and exploration of BCM.
1- Clitoris. 2- Labia minora. 3- Vaginal orifice. 4- Traction stitch. 5- Upper flab. 6- Anus. 7- Urethral orifice. 8- Labia majora. 9- Upper flab. 10- BCM

Post-operative care
The wound was painting with povidone iodine and we were packing the vagina with a small pack. The urethral catheter was removing after 3hours. Post-operative antibiotics 1000 mg cefoperazone sodium /12hs for 2 days was administered; followed by oral antibiotics and metronidazole for another 5 days. Analgesics were also given. The patient was resting in bed with intermittent movement and elevation of the legs. The vaginal pack was released at the next morning. The wound was painting with iodine. The patient was discharging from the hospital after 24 hours.
RESULTS

The results were satisfactory. The post-operative appearance of the perineum was good. Muscles' tone at the vaginal introitus had been improved in all cases as detected by palpation at vaginal examination. Moreover, the total surface area of vaginal mucosa was preserved. Only one case showed some wound infection; and treated with the appropriate antibiotic and anti-inflammatory medication. There was no detected fibrosis at vaginal examination. There was no reported dyspareunia. The sexual pleasure for both partners was greatly increased by time starting after the first three months postoperatively for all cases.

DISCUSSION

Any procedure for tightening the vagina for cosmetic or sexual pleasure and satisfaction without understanding the normal anatomical consistency and its physiological function does not reach the goal due to massive fibrosis and stiffness with rigidity (loss of elasticity contractions). The new technique respects the woman's rights in sexual pleasure. The technique was so simple; and the success rate was noticed in all cases involved. Sexual pleasure was satisfactory for both partners.

Sudden dilatation of the vagina leads to reflex constriction of BCM and pelvic floor muscles which render the vagina narrow. Therefore, any procedure for vaginal tightening with massive mucosal dissection and excision such as posterior colporrhaphy and bilateral mucosal excision runs against the goal of vaginal tightening due to massive fibrosis and rigidity of posterior vaginal mucosa which leads to reducing the blood supply of fibrosed mucosa. Disruption of pelvic autonomic plexus through massive dissection or excision of vaginal mucosa could result in difficulties and pain in sexual intercourse. (13) Also, the destruction of nerve plexus by mucosal dissection and fibrosis will lead to reducing the mucosal sensation. This in turn will prevent the sexual pleasure and may cause painful sexual intercourse for female and leads to hypoactive sexual desire for female. (14) Here, the dissection in the flab and BCM traction for patulous introitus of the vagina does not exceed one and half 1.5 cm of vaginal mucosa for mobilizing the tendons parts of
BCM and coapted together to close the introitus to become more sensitive to vaginal intercourse. BCM is a specific sexual pleasure muscle. On stretching the BCM with penetrating erected penis, the muscle reflexly contract and consequently the deep pelvic floor muscles contracts as a result of the contraction of BCM. So this muscle is considered the pacemaker pelvic floor muscles and is called the muscle of love. Moreover, BCM has an important role in the prevention of premature ejaculation. The penile erection is a vascular phenomenon. The penis is supplied by six different arteries; these vessels carry blood to erectile tissues which are present between the arteries and veins. The rate of arterial inflow is temporarily greater than the rate of veins outflow thus causing the characteristic increase in penile volume. Steady state is eventually reached when the rate of inflow equal to the rate of outflow and the penis ceases to enlarge but remains rigid. Reflexing contraction of BCM in female during intercourse helps to maintain the erection mechanically by obstructing the venous drainage. Rapid venous drainage causes impotence and premature ejaculation rendering the male partner to have a passive sexual need with insufficient sexual desire and lack of interest.

Vaginal mucosa is innervated with numerous blood vessels (highly vascular) and rich in nerve plexus. During sexuality, the mucosa is encouraged with blood, this will lead to tumescence of vaginal lumen and in turn increases the fractional surface which transmits the sensation through the nerve plexus, and this will lead to reflex contraction of pelvic floor muscle. This occurs as a result of the elasticity of the muscle whatever smooth or skeletal muscles. Therefore, any maneuver disturbs the normal anatomical and physiological function will be against the sexual pleasure. In posterior colporrhaphy, massive mucosal dissection and excision could disturb the vasculature, nerve plexus and in turn increases the fractional surface which transmits the sensation through the nerve plexus, and this will lead to reflex contraction of pelvic floor muscle. This occurs as a result of the elasticity of the muscle whatever smooth or skeletal muscles. Therefore, any maneuver disturbs the normal anatomical and physiological function will be against the sexual pleasure. In posterior colporrhaphy, massive mucosal dissection and excision could disturb the vasculature, nerve plexus and rich in nerve plexus. Also, injection of autologous of fat tissues or hyaluronic acid (bulking agents) besides its complications during the injection, it reduces the vascularitiy, elasticity and nerve plexus through the stiffness of muscularis mucosa and pelvic floor muscles. In laser technique, the mechanism of action in vaginal tightening occurs through the shrinkage of mucosa and muscles. This will in turn be against the normal anatomical and physiological elasticity and contractility function; and will in turn change the vagina into rigid tube and deprives the woman from its right in sexual pleasure.

**CONCLUSION**

Simple plication of BCMs at the vaginal introitus could be suggested as a simple surgical method for tightening the redundant vagina. It gives satisfactory results regarding the cosmetic and sexual pleasure for both partners. Further future studies regarding large numbers of volunteers are recommended to accurately evaluate the results of such new technique.
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